Pavn People's Army of Vietnam, Douglas Pike, 1986, History, 384 pages. Traces the history of Vietnam's Army, the largest per capita in the world, explains why it has been so successful, and examines its role in Vietnam's future.


The Vietnam War Teaching Approaches and Resources, Marc Jason Gilbert, Jan 1, 1991, History, 300 pages. This collection of essays offers approaches to teaching the Vietnam War on the secondary and higher education levels. Written by some of the leading scholars in the field, the.

Natural Bridge A Journal of Contemporary Literature, University of Missouri--St Louis, Jan 1, 2005, 216 pages.


Psychology, David G. Myers, Jun 6, 2003, Psychology, 740 pages. This new edition continues the story of psychology with added research and enhanced content from the most dynamic areas of the field—cognition, gender and diversity studies.

Fishing for Clues, Ann Evans, 2000, Canal-boats, 140 pages. When Jake and Candy get to go and stay on their dad's new canal boat, they know the previous owner, Benjamin Fisher, has disappeared. No one knows where he's gone - or do they?

Jack The Early Years of John F. Kennedy, Ilene Cooper, Jan 1, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 168 pages. A description of the childhood and youth of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the thirty-fifth president of the United States.


The Victoria History of Berkshire, Volume 4, Peter Hampson Ditchfield, William Page, John Hautenville Cope, 1910, Natural history

Woman's Institute Library of Cookery: Soup, meat, poultry and game, fish and shell fish, 1928, Cooking, American

A Disease of Language, Alan Moore, Eddie Campbell, 2006, Comic books, strips, etc, 160 pages. Originally a performance piece by Alan Moore and Tim Perkins, The Birth Caul is a shamanism of childhood, a journey from the present to the past, back into the womb and beyond. This book presents an extensive survey and report of related research on important developments in cellular automata (CA) theory. The authors introduce you to this theory in a
The Field Guide, Tony DiTerlizzi, Holly Black, 2003, Brothers and sisters, 144 pages. When the Grace children go to stay at their Great Aunt Lucinda's worn Victorian house, they discover a field guide to fairies and other creatures and begin to have some unusual Why the House Is Made of Gingerbread Poems, Ava Leavell Haymon, Mar 1, 2010, Poetry, 72 pages. An unremarkable harried contemporary woman, named Gretel, finds herself at mid life overtaken by the Grimm's household tale Hansel and Gretel. The witch, the sugar house Jerold M Starr The Third Millennium Reflections on Faith and Reason, David Walsh, Sep 14, 1999, Philosophy, 256 pages. This provocative meditation on the turn of the millennium explores the significance that a celebration of Christ's birth can have beyond the Christian community. Writing from The best defense against the increasing threat of social engineering attacks is Security Awareness Training to warn your organization's staff of the risk and educate them on. This volume's goal is to provide readers with up-to-date information on the research and theory of scientific text comprehension. It is widely acknowledged that the.


Aggression in Man, Charles Burke, 1975, Psychology, 188 pages
The Work of Tribal Hands: Southeastern Indian Split Cane Basketry, Dayna Bowker Lee, Hiram F. Gregory, Jan 1, 2006, Chitimacha Indians, 229 pages
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Mustard, Charlotte Towner Graeber, Jul 1, 1988, Cats, 64 pages. Alex has trouble accepting the fact that Mustard, the family's fourteen-year-old cat, is getting old, and soon may die.

Don't Step in the Leadership A Dilbert Book, Mar 1, 1999, Humor, 128 pages. Dilbert encounters "chaos" management, telecommuting, dress codes, e-mail chain letters, and inspirational slogans, while Dogbert becomes a supermodel.


Modem Games Set Up and Play the Hottest Multi-Player Games!, Brady Games, Plunkett, Jul 1, 1995, Games, 400 pages. Eighty percent of PC gamers own a modem, with 9% planning to buy one in the next six months. This guide is appropriate for dedicated modem gamers who have been neglected as

Moonlighting on the Internet 5 World-Class Experts Reveal Proven Ways to Make Extra Cash, Yanik Silver, Robert Olic, Nov 21, 2007, Business & Economics, 303 pages. Internet marketing guru Yanik Silver has scoured the internet to bring together 5 world-class experts who make thousands in extra cash online each month. They reveal their

Owl, Desmond Morris, Nov 15, 2009, Nature, 224 pages. From Edward Lear’s “The Owl and the Pussycat” to David Lynch’s Twin Peaks, owls have been woven into the fabric of popular culture. At times they are depicted as dignified
Northern Gothic A Novella, Nick Mamatas, 2001, Fiction, 86 pages. Juxtaposes Manhattan's Chelsea district in the present with New York during the Civil War draft riots, following Ahmadi, a gay man from the South who has moved to New York, and Edexcel IGCSE Physics, Arnold Brian.
Triticale first man-made cereal, American Association of Cereal Chemists, International Union of Food Science and Technology, 1974, Technology & Engineering, 291 pages

From Monet to Cezanne Late 19th Century French Artists, Jane Turner, 2000, Art, 350 pages. Describes the work of more than three hundred nineteenth century French artists, including Millet, Courbet, Manet, Monet, Renoir, Rodin, and Toulouse Lautrec

Proceedings of the 75th Anniversary Convocation, Volume 74, American Society of International Law, 1982, International law

Jerold M Starr 0945919131, 9780945919131 If he's Cary Grant, where's his Girl Friday? Mitch Peabody was learning pretty fast that the life of a private detective was nothing like the movies. He'd envisioned a world of.

Environmental enrichment and refinement for nonhuman primates kept in research laboratories a photographic documentation and literature review, Viktor Reinhardt, Annie Reinhardt, Animal Welfare Institute, 2008, Animal welfare, 130 pages

With One Heart, Bowing to the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, Heng Sure, Heng ChKjau, 1979, Buddhism, 322 pages

Jerold M Starr 0945919131, 9780945919131


Margaret Oliphant's Carlingford series an original contribution to the debate on religion, class, and gender in the 1860s and '70s, Birgit Kämper, 2001, Social Science, 328 pages. Nineteenth-century observers of social and religious life in England felt that religion, class and gender were frameworks that previous generations had taken for granted but...